
APPLE IPHONE SITUATION ANALYSIS

The article talks about the SWOT analysis of Apple Iphone. Iphone took the world by storm by its amazing IOS operating
system and its multi.

With the prevailing situation, it will take Apple, Inc. For another reason, the android system which they use is
shared by many other manufacturers like LG which translates to a shared market for those interested in the
gadgets that use the android operating system. They make sales to all customers in the world, just like Apple,
Inc. But it has its own problems and threats waiting around the corner. Due to the brand image and size of
Apple it already gets a lot of exposure and publicity. These apps range from professional to personal, allowing
everyone to use their iPhones exactly as they need. Investment in Branding and marketing : Apple invests a lot
in branding and marketing. Apple can always rely on the power of the internet for future opportunities to gain
new customers and form new alliances. Currently, Android has captured  Their products always sell for a
significant period before the next model is advanced and released. May 16, Kiesha Frue The iPhone needs
little introduction. Consider how often Samsung and HTC offer a cheaper phone with all the bells and
features. Top Technology â€” Apple was the first to introduce some of the most innovative products that have
changed the world iPhones, iPads. Primary customer targets is the middle-upper income professional to
coordinate their busy schedules and communicate with colleagues, friends and family. Large screens, lightning
fast processors packed with apps for Android the operating system for non-iPhones , and a long-lasting
battery. That gives its products a distinct advantage and most of its products are not just popular but are
leading in the market like the I-phone. In fact, the news media loved to post countless stories about thousands
of customers who would wait hours in line just to get their hands on the latest model. Conclusion: First quarter
of has been highly profitable for Apple as its I-phone sales and revenue has seen a rise over the past year.
Apps and features for personal and professional use : The I-phone comes loaded with apps meant for personal
and professional use. They have billions of customers with steady increment. An Overview of Apple Apple,
Inc. These reusable parts are then categorized and safely stored so they can be used for new manufacturing.
This brand advantage gives the I-phone an edge over the other smart-phones in the market. This attributes to
their huge sales and their never-ending market relevance since time immemorial. The features upgrade with
the unveiling of new models. The smartphone industry is one built upon innovation. The products are priced
for middle and high-income consumers. On the contrary, Apple sells more than any other technological
company in the world with its products finding market in each and every corner of the world Harvard,  Due to
their premium pricing, only middle or high-class individuals can afford their products. No headphone jack in
I-phone 7s â€” Headphone jacks have been removed from the new Iphone 7s. Downward pricing pressure:
The iPhone is marketed as a high-end phone, but phone prices are almost certainly going to fall when other
companies undercut the price of iPhones. Apple is still determined to build and craft better, more proficient
technology devices. Apple has continued to improve the apps and features found on its I-phone. It is one of the
most popular smart-phones globally whose each model gets its due share of publicity before and after release.
The device is built to multi-task, offering hundreds of gigabytes of data to store photos, videos, music, and
projects. If you want to listen to music, you have to either buy their Air Pods Bluetooth headset or a dongle.
Users want new, better, upgraded features. This performance is exemplary and it shows that I-phone 7 has
been given a warm welcome by the Apple fans.


